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Abstract
This paper considers the decision of Pennsylvania communities whether to levy a 1%
wage tax. While a simple political economy model suggests this tax should be enacted when
many residents are exempted from the tax, the opposite pattern seems to hold. One
explanation is that residents may mistrust their government and fear that the new tax monies
will be spent unwisely. Several implications of this credibility story are consistent with the
data, and non-taxing communities tend to have low credibility (as measured by three
proxies). In addition, after controlling for credibility the proportion of exempt residents is
positively associated with the probability of enacting the wage tax just as the political
economy model suggests.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Significant new policy initiatives are sometimes met with voter skepticism.
While such proposals are often accompanied by a promise that future government
involvement will be limited and well defined, these promises are not binding.
Presumably voters are only likely to favor giving new policy instruments to
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governments they trust. This paper provides some of the first formal evidence that
the credibility of government promises influences policy outcomes. Pennsylvania
allows municipalities to levy a 1% wage tax but exempts certain citizens from the
tax. These exempt citizens should lobby for the tax in their home community,
since they benefit from any new public services or tax relief the collections
provide. A simple political economy model predicts that communities with a larger
proportion of exempt citizens should be more likely to enact a wage tax. However,
two such exempt groups, commuters to Philadelphia and other states, seem to have
the opposite effect: Maps 1–3 show that few of the communities located near the
Philadelphia or state border have the tax.
One explanation for this seeming inconsistency involves government credibility.
Although politicians typically promise to devote wage tax collections to property

Map 1. Earned income tax in 1970 (shaded communities have tax).

